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Enterprise-wide Transparency
Remove the inefficiency of disjointed applications 
and provide a “single source of truth” so all roles 
and levels can make smarter, faster decisions.

Improved Portfolio Performance 
Prioritize portfolios with objectives and make 
informed decisions based on real-time project 
status, financials and earned value metrics.

Role-based Interfaces & Personalized Dashboards
Deliver a familiar work experience that all roles can 
adopt and use successfully. Project managers 
familiar with MS Project can dive right in.  

Streamlined, In-context Collaboration 
Build team effectiveness with a single workspace 
to share and act on project-relevant information.

Centralized, Real-time Intelligence  
Capture work data in real time and centralize it in 
a relational database for a 360˚ view of resources, 
schedules, tasks and financials.

Designed by project management professionals to simplify complexity without sacrificing capability.

PMware’s enterprise-ready project and portfolio management (PPM) 
software provides visibility, predictability and accountability at all levels 
so you can plan, manage and control projects, resources and financials 
and collaborate in real time using a centralized, comprehensive, hosted 
or on-premise solution.

A lack of productivity and needless complexity 
as disjointed applications, email and point 
automation tools force workers to jump around 
between different applications.

A lack of visibility into timely data, hindering 
the ability to align projects with goals, manage 
competing priorities of distributed teams, and 
know who is working on what, when. 

A lack of engagement and resistance to change 
when unfamiliar tools interrupt workers’ daily 
routines. A lack of predictability to be able to 
eliminate surprises and make timely corrections. 

A lack of collaboration and accountability 
built around a communication- and 
outcome-focused workspace that helps 
everyone work smarter. 

A lack of resource management  to be able to 
balance resources with demand and priorities, 
and make fact-based decisions with visibility 
into capacity to deliver.  

Today’s organizations struggle to balance project requests 
against available resources, often lack a standardized 
method to accept, prioritize and execute them, and often 
encounter other challenges that include:  

PMware® can help project-focused organizations of any 
size, in any industry, do more with less, balance resources 
against demand, set expectations, align and prioritize work 
and improve efficiency and profitability. It conforms to you, 
not the opposite.

The PMware Solution:

www.mypmware.com

Enterprise project, portfolio and 
resource management challenges



One version of truth, for all to share
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Executives

Product Managers

Project Managers

Resource Managers

Provide
VISIBILITY INTO ... PREDICTABILITY ...

Ensure
ACCOUNTABILITY ...

Visibility, Predictability & Accountability for All

Designed by project management professionals to simplify complexity without sacrificing capability.



Do more with less
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Plan with Intelligence

A customizable project request form allows organizations to determine what data 
is important for selecting their projects. Any stakeholder can request a new project 
that then goes through an objective, centralized vetting process for auditing, 
prioritizing and tracking. Portfolio managers score and rank projects based on: 

The goal: Quickly and efficiently evaluate, score, prioritize, and advance the most 
promising ideas. Top-down and bottom-up portfolio planning ensure that your 
plans are always connected to real-time execution and resource capacity visibility. 

From start to finish, whether you’re in product development, information technology (IT), the project 
management office (PMO) or the nonprofit sector, PMware empowers project-focused organizations 
of all sizes, in all industries, to first choose their projects with vision and the capacity to deliver, and 
then get their innovations to market or finish projects… faster.

A robust planning and scheduling engine lets project managers easily 
scope, size, estimate, schedule, staff and set a baseline for measuring 
success and progress of a project. 
Keystroke compatibility to MS Project lets project managers jump in 
without a learning curve, using familiar Gantt charts with drag-and-drop 
interactivity.  They can:

Predictive, multi-user and multi-project execution technology lets you 
handle even the largest project plans dealing with inter-project 
dependencies, resource leveling and geographically distributed teams.

Roadmap your strategy for successful execution

Project Planning & Management

Select and deploy resources considering skillset, experience, availability, 
current / future workload and organizational goals. With a few mouse clicks:

Allocate your resources optimally and reallocate them quickly when needed, 
keeping the resources of your entire organization - even contractor resources 
- working on the right things at all times. 

Put the right resources on the right projects 

Align portfolio of initiatives and projects with business strategy and capacity to deliver  

Demand Management & Portfolio Planning

Resource Planning & Management

Designed by project management professionals to simplify complexity without sacrificing capability.

www.mypmware.com
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• View tasks / due dates
• Update status
• Identify / escalate issues
• Share files 

• Manage issues, gates, and exceptions
• Manage multiple schedules and baselines
• Re-assign or add resources as needed
• Re-prioritize activities to meet objectives 

• Record progress 
• Discuss projects 
• Send internal messages 
• Track their time

Execute with Precision

After removing the distractions of email, spreadsheets and other disjointed 
applications, teams are now aligned on an integrated, communication- and 
outcome-focused workspace designed for team success. Role-based 
dashboards clarify assignments and priorities across projects, enabling 
everyone to work smarter. Real-time updates keep everyone in synch. 

Team members can:  

PMware also manages the distractions – unplanned work requests, defects, 
issues, action items and even vacations – that divert teams from project 
activities. 

Data captured in real time while executing projects and dealing with 
distractions provides immediate insight into resources, schedules, tasks 
and financials.  

With comprehensive insight, you can: 

Manage projects, focus resources and drive progress toward overall goals

In-Context Collaboration & Work Management

Upload documents 
and references and 
send links to 
team members 

Create discussions 
and send to specific 
people or everyone 
in the project

Never again dig through emails to find relevant information. PMware 
keeps a knowledge base and history of documents, files, issues and 
discussion threads for each project, complete with a full-text search 
engine. Collaborate with internal and external stakeholders, such as 
clients or partners, to edit documents and manage the workflow 
approval process. 

Communicate in context of either a task or the overall project: 

Communicate within the system to create efficiency and an audit trail

Centralized Communications & Documents

Associate documents 
to other libraries such 
as MS Sharepoint 

Simply, PMware enables you to:
Choose projects with vision and the capacity to deliver, accurately 
estimate and plan work, assign staff and other resources, collaborate 
on work, achieve financial control, identify and mitigate project risks, 
and manage a project lifecycle from request to delivery. 

Designed by project management professionals to simplify complexity without sacrificing capability.

www.mypmware.com
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Manage it  n ig t

Changes in course are inevitable, and PMware enables proactive vs. reactive 
change management. Get early warning to prevent unwelcome surprises.
With built-in status monitoring and live data, you’ll continually analyze and 
balance projects, portfolios and resources against Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs): 

The goals: 

Make decisions and early corrections to maximize efficiency and profitability 

Portfolio Management

From executives to individual contributors, PMware provides easy 
access to the analytics you need to make informed decisions. Simple, 
flexible dashboards, views and reports leverage live data to provide 
insight. View up-to-the-minute status on: 

Create reports and graphical views including bubble charts, pie charts and 
more. Whatever you need to see at a moment in time, PMware can provide it.

Provide comprehensive project management intelligence to all roles

Analytics & Reporting

PMware helps you budget and forecast planned costs and benefits. 
Compare planned and actual costs across both labor and capital to 
understand the relationship among schedules, delivery and total cost. 

Track costs and manage the bottom line

Financial Management

Designed by project management professionals to simplify complexity without sacrificing capability.

www.mypmware.com



Project Portfolio Management Central
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Easy in-house validation 
We encourage you to evaluate PMware with your people 
and processes to ensure it performs in your environment 
with our no-nonsense validation phase.

Rapid deployment and time to benefit 
Simple deployment options allow you to introduce 
PMware at any stage in your process – no big-bang 
implementations. You’ll realize results in days to weeks, 
not months or years like you may experience with other 
applications. 

Flexible and scalable 
Powerful enough for company-wide implementation, yet 
flexible enough to start small, PMware can grow with you. 
Implement it in a small group or project, and then expand 
at a pace that’s comfortable to your organization.

Conforms to you
PMware adapts to any environment because it’s platform, 
process and industry agnostic. Supports all methodologies 
– Waterfall, Agile and more. Provides fully configurable
business rules and workflows, and our SmartTasksTM

feature lets you quickly map your existing processes. Even
jump-start your process with Six Sigma, CMM and ISO990x
configurations.

Easy integration
An open architecture with robust APIs can easily integrate 
with applications you use: MS SharePoint, Agile tools like 
Jira, and ERP (like PeopleSoft and SAP), HR, and CRM 
systems. Bi-directional support for MS Office also 
preserves existing information.

Ease of use and adoption  
Intentionally designed to leverage familiar work 
paradigms, PMware is easy for all roles to adopt and use 
successfully. Project managers familiar with MS Project are 
productive immediately, and their success rallies others. A 
collaborative platform designed for team success captures 
status and issues automatically while teams execute 
projects. 

Two interfaces and mobile access 
Project managers using Gantt charts need more power 
than an online interface provides, so we offer a power 
client for their laptops. Executives and end users use an 
online interface. Mobile access is easy using any tablet 
and any browser.

Flexible delivery and pricing models
PMware can be installed on premise, or hosted in the 
cloud. We offer either a perpetual or SaaS pricing model.  

Designed by project management professionals to simplify complexity without sacrificing capability.

PMware is a leading provider of project, portfolio, resource and collaborative work 
management software designed by project management professionals to simplify 
complexity without sacrificing capability. The software combines robust planning, 
resource management and in-context collaboration on a single platform to enable 
strategic alignment and visibility over all projects, programs and portfolios in real time. 

Built on a secure, scalable platform, PMware provides visibility, predictability and 
accountability at all levels so you can plan, manage and control projects, resources 
and financials and collaborate in real time using a centralized, comprehensive solution. 
PMware is the chosen PPM solution for many Fortune 500 and global organizations. 

www.mypmware.com

Why PMware Delivers

PPM Central - Plan/Execute/Manage
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